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1 INTRODUCTION

The Village of Sayward is situated on the eastern coastline of Vancouver Island approximately

70 kilometers north of Campbell River and 120 kilometers southeast of Port Hardy. Historically

the community was formed of residents employed within resource based industries. In

addition, a BC Ferry terminal was established within the community at the former northern

terminus of highway 19. In 1976 highway 19 was extended north to Port Hardy leading to the

relocation of the ferry terminal to that community. This move, coupled with a general decline

in resource based industries led to an economic decline for the community.

A commitment exists to revitalize the Village of Sayward. A recent economic development

strategy document, prepared on behalf of the Village of Sayward (VOS), identified

redevelopment of Sayward Community Waterfront as critically important to multiple sectors

of the local economy. To support this redevelopment effort and to provide a basis for

identification of capital funding sources, it was determined that preliminary analyses should be

executed that would:

 establish the needs of Sayward Community Waterfront stakeholders;

 provide a preliminary development plan for the harbour, and;

 derive estimates of cost to complete the redevelopment.

This report addresses the first of the above three requirements. It summarizes the results of a

consultative and investigative process undertaken to establish the current and projected

future needs of the harbour stakeholders. A need assessment is an analysis that examines the

current and projected future requirements of the facility users (Demand) in the context of the

ability of the facility to meet the need (Capacity). The net difference between the Demand and

Capacity represents the Need.

The primary Sayward Community Waterfront stakeholders are the Village of Sayward (VOS),

the Sayward Harbour Authority (HAS), the Department of Fisheries and Oceans - Small Craft

Harbours Branch (SCH), Kelsey Bay Organic Resources Ltd. (KBORL) and Sayward Community

Futures Society (SCF). Each stakeholder represents a particular subset of the overall user

group and their involvement is guided by a specific mandate as follows:

 The interest of the Village of Sayward as a harbour stakeholder is based upon its

mandate to provide local governance, increase local employment opportunities and

promote economic development and tourism.

 The Harbour Authority of Sayward (HAS) represents the commercial fishmen operating

out of the harbour. As a stakeholder in the harbour, their interest is associated with
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the ongoing maintenance and business operations of the harbour. The HAS is

comprised of volunteers who liaise on a regular basis with representatives of the Small

Craft Harbours Branch (SCH) of Fisheries and Oceans Canada.

 The Small Craft Harbours Branch (SCH) of Fisheries and Oceans Canada functions under

a mandate to support the Canadian commercial fishery. As such they provide safe

harbour facilities for the moorage of commercial fishing vessels.

 Kelsey Bay Organic Resources Ltd (KBORL) is a value added seafood processor with

head offices in Nanaimo, BC. KBORL recently acquired the lease for the upland and

marine properties formerly supporting the BC Ferry terminal at Sayward Community

Waterfront. They intend to install an ice plant and fish loading and offloading

equipment at the harbour. They also intend to improve the existing ramp within their

lease hold to support marine construction.

 When initially established, the mandate of Sayward Community Futures (SCF) was the

support of the local community during the economic downturn of the 1980’s. At

present, its focus is the support of local artisans and the provision of tourist

information services. SCF received ownership of the government wharf during the

Ministry of Transportation divestiture program in 2001.

A context plan for Sayward Community Waterfront is provided in Figure 1. The primary

features of the harbour are identified for reference purposes.

2 APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

The Demand imposed by the users on Sayward Community Waterfront was established

through a consultation process that involved:

 An initial distribution of a questionnaire to stakeholders with an invitation to respond;

 A subsequent face-to-face interview with stakeholder representatives during which

needs were discussed and background information was received.

The capacity of the harbour to accommodate the needs of the stakeholders was identified

through:

 The responses of the stakeholders to the questionnaire and interview processes;

 An inspection of the harbour conducted by the study investigator, and;

 Additional investigations and analysis conducted by the study investigator.
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The responses received through the questionnaire process are enclosed as Appendix 1, along

with written summaries of the face-to-face interviews conducted with the stakeholders.

3 DEMAND-CAPACITY ANALYSIS

The following sections summarize the results of the demand-capacity analysis. The analysis is

sub-divided by offshore infrastructure, on-shore infrastructure and services and utilities.

Where applicable, each of the subsections below has been referenced to Figure 2 where the

specific facility under examination is identified.

3.1 OFFSHORE INFRASTRUCTURE

3.1.1 Wave Protection

3.1.1.1 Current Status

The harbour basin is protected from incident waves by a rubble mound (riprap) breakwater

situated at the northwest extremity of the basin, a floating catamaran breakwater moored off

the nose of the rubble mound breakwater and by relic ship hulls resting on the seabed to the

east and northeast. The ship hull breakwaters are extremely corroded and appear to be on the

verge of collapse.

3.1.1.2 Capacity

The breakwater configuration is not fully effective at arresting incident waves. Waves

approaching the harbour from the north and northeast penetrate the harbour entrance

resulting in levels of agitation exceeding the standard normally targeted for commercial

harbours. The near vertical face presented by the ship hull breakwaters reflects incident

waves approaching from the north into the harbour.

3.1.1.3 Demand

Improvement of the breakwater system is required to reduce the levels of wave penetration

through the harbour entrance and agitation within the basin. The integrity of the ship hull

breakwater to the northeast should be restored as on-going degradation of this infrastructure

threatens the on-going viability of the harbour. Reparations to the ship hull breakwaters

should employ materials and techniques that promote wave energy dissipation and minimize

the potential for wave reflection.

3.1.2 Basin and Entrance Channel Depth

3.1.2.1 Current Status

The users of the harbour report that available depths within the harbour basin have decreased

over time due to sediment deposition. The source of the sediments is believed to be the
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Salmon River immediately adjacent to the site. Presently, the available depths within the basin

dictate the moorage arrangement, with larger vessels constrained to berths near the west side

of the harbour entrance.

Depths within the harbour entrance channel are likewise constrained by sediment deposition

and the growth of a submerged sand bar from the nose of the ship hull breakwater to the

northeast. Users report that vessels traversing the entrance channel must hug the west side

where depths are relatively greater. Navigation of the entrance channel by mid to larger size

vessels must proceed in consideration of tide levels as depths during low tide levels are

insufficient. Navigation of the entrance channel is further influenced by cross currents

generated during ebb and flood tide events.

3.1.2.2 Capacity

The combined influences of the tidally induced cross currents, submerged sand bars and the

progressively decreasing available depths within the entrance channel makes navigation of the

channel hazardous, particularly for transient users. There have been occurrences of vessels

running aground while entering the harbour.

Depth limitations within the harbour basin dictate that deeper draft vessels are constrained to

berths closer to the harbour entrance.

Depth limitations within the harbour basin and immediately adjacent to the unloading wharf

restrict offloading operations to periods when water levels exceed +1.2 m chart datum (CD).

3.1.2.3 Demand

Depths across the width of the entrance channel should be maintained at 3.0 m below low

water level or greater to remove the present depth and width constraints.

Depths throughout the basin should likewise be maintained at 3.0 m below low water level to

remove the current depth constraints on vessel mooring arrangements.

3.1.3 Berth Infrastructure – Commercial

3.1.3.1 Current Status

The available berthing infrastructure consists of three parallel fingers interconnected by

header floats. This infrastructure is provided by SCH under their mandate to support the

commercial fishery. Statistics provided by SCH indicate that the float network provides

approximately 510 lineal vessel-meters of berth face, based upon vessel rafting two deep

along the northernmost finger and no vessel rafting within the remainder of the harbour.
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Utilization of the existing harbour basin for berthing is presently constrained by the presence

of relic BC Ferry terminal infrastructure that remains within the harbour.

3.1.3.2 Capacity

Statistics collected by HAS indicate that, on an annual basis, approximately 40% of available

berth space is utilized by commercial fishing vessels. The remaining berth capacity is utilized,

in equal proportion, by recreational vessels and other vessels (coast guard, seaplanes, whale

watching, tug boats etc.). These statistics also suggest that, on an annual basis, overall

harbour berth usage is at or somewhat below the available maximum capacity.

The available statistical data does not agree with anecdotal accounts of berth space utilization

provided by harbour users. These accounts suggest that double rafted moorage takes place on

a routine basis along the two northern most finger floats and that there have been instances

where demand has dictated rafting vessels three deep. Photographs provided by the users

suggest that the harbour is, at least on occasion, utilized beyond capacity and that vessel

maneuvering in and out of berth is severely constricted. The apparent discrepancy between

the available statistics and the observations of the harbour users may be associated with short

term moorage of vessels within the basin. Harbour users report that there are many vessels

that enter the harbour and moor for short periods of time during which their catch is

offloaded. They then immediately return to the fishing grounds.

The harbour users report occasions of damage to recreational craft by commercial craft that is

surmised to be connected to frustrations associated with constrained maneuvering aisles. The

generally more robust construction of commercial vessels relative to recreational, suggests an

incompatibility between the two user groups within common berthing infrastructure.

The harbour users report that transient vessels generally bypass Sayward Harbour due to the

constrained berthing conditions.

3.1.3.3 Demand

The available commercial berth infrastructure should be increased to accommodate more

vessels without the requirement to nest more than two vessels deep, for fingers designed to

accommodate nested moorage, and without the requirement to nest on fingers not designed

to accommodate nested moorage.

The available commercial berth infrastructure should be optimized, in conjunction with other

harbour improvements addressed elsewhere, to increase the width of maneuvering isles

utilized by vessels entering and exiting berth.
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Dedicated berth infrastructure for use by recreational craft should be provided to eliminate

perceived conflict between the two user groups and to attract other recreational vessels to the

harbour.

3.1.4 Berth Infrastructure – Recreational

3.1.4.1 Current Status

The available berth infrastructure at Sayward harbour is provided by SCH under their mandate

to support the commercial fishery. While recreational boaters do utilize the harbour, its

designation as a commercial harbour precludes the provision by SCH, of infrastructure for

recreational boating purposes.

The users of the harbour believe that expansion of the harbour facilities to accommodate

recreational boaters represents a significant revenue stream that would improve the overall

economic viability of the harbour.

3.1.4.2 Capacity

At present, no berth infrastructure dedicated to use by recreational boaters exists within the

harbour.

3.1.4.3 Demand

Provide berth infrastructure suited to the needs of recreational boaters.

3.1.5 Offloading Wharf

3.1.5.1 Current Status

A small wharf situated within the harbour provides access from the upland for offloading of

catch. During offloading, fishing vessels moor along the seaward face of the structure. The

catch is transferred from the vessel hold, packed in ice and placed in totes that are then loaded

onto flat deck semi-trailers by forklift. The wharf is equipped with a small 3-ton derrick crane

that is available for use by the crew during the offloading operations.

3.1.5.2 Capacity

The approach to the wharf berth face, and the width of the berth itself, is constrained by

adjacent moored vessels making vessel egress inefficient and limiting offloading operations to

a single vessel at any given time.

Seabed elevations in the vicinity of the wharf berth face are approximately -1.8 m CD. The

limited available depth constrains offloading operations to tide levels of 1.2 m CD or greater

for commercial vessels with drafts of 3.0 m.
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The derrick crane requires maintenance repairs and repositioning of operator controls. Access

to the wharf for tractor trailer units is also constrained but this issue is addressed in a

subsequent section.

3.1.5.3 Demand

Commercial fishermen require an offloading facility that can accommodate concurrent

offloading from two or more vessels and for which offloading is not constrained by tide levels.

KBORL intend to install a fish pump that will facilitate offloading of fin fish. However, other

fisheries will still rely on the availability of a derrick crane for offloading. The offloading facility

should be equipped with a derrick fitted with appropriately placed controls.

3.1.6 Launch Ramp

3.1.6.1 Current Status

A ramp that can be used to launch boats from trailers exists on the headland on the east side

of the booming ground adjacent to the harbour. A second ramp exists on the leasehold

property held by KBORL immediately to the south of the marina.

3.1.6.2 Capacity

Use of the launch ramp on the headland on the east side of the booming ground is associated

with several challenges. First, vehicle-trailer combinations must traverse the Island

Timberlands upland work area along a poorly defined road where a variety of heavy

construction equipment is in operation. Second, once launched, operators may not be able to

maneuver their boats to the basin entrance as log booms often obstruct the path.

The surface condition of the launch ramp on the KBORL lands is rough and consequently this

facility is presently better suited to loading barges and other similar construction equipment

than to the launching of boats from trailers.

3.1.6.3 Demand

Users of Sayward Community Waterfront require a launch ramp situated in immediate

proximity of the harbour itself that can accommodate the launching of commercial and

recreational vessels from trailers as well as loading and unloading operations from

construction barges.

3.1.7 Sayward Futures Wharf

3.1.7.1 Current Status

The Sayward Futures Wharf consists of an approach and wharfhead of classic timber

construction. It is founded on driven timber pilings that support timber pile caps, timber
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stringers and timber decking. The lateral capacity of the structure is largely associated with

timber cross bracing and whalers attached to the pilings within the tidal zone. A timber float,

accessible by gangway from the wharf surface is moored on the landward side of the wharf. A

breakwater, consisting of close spaced vertical timber piles driven along the landward face of

the wharf, provides a measure of wave protection to the float. While the date of construction

is not precisely known, it is believed that the structure is in excess of 40 years old.

3.1.7.2 Capacity

The wharf presently supports a number of uses. It serves as:

 a platform for a number of public recreational activities, primarily fishing;

 a muster and launch point for whale watching excursions;

 a facility for the loading of fry from truck to boat in support of nearby fish farms;

 a temporary moorage facility for small recreational boating activities associated with

the adjacent private campground.

A recent condition inspection of the facility identified degradation within some of the

structural elements comprising the structure. The most significant of the required repairs

involves replacement of the cross bracing and whalers attached to the pilings within the tidal

zone. As the capacity of the structure is dependent upon these members, degradation of

these members limits the uses to which the structure can be applied. At present, vehicles

larger than pickup trucks are restricted from accessing the wharf deck.

3.1.7.3 Demand

Sayward Community Futures requires a structurally sound multi-purpose wharf facility to

support the present array of uses and to support on-going efforts to expand these uses.

3.1.8 Navigational Aids

3.1.8.1 Current Status

The floating breakwater at the mouth of the harbour has been fitted with a white flashing light

at its offshore end. An area flood light mounted on the rubble mound breakwater near the

entrance channel provides some illumination for boaters approaching the harbour.

3.1.8.2 Capacity

The white flashing light on the offshore end of the floating breakwater is the only formal

navigational aid provided to users of Sayward Harbour.

3.1.8.3 Demand

At a minimum retro-reflective day beacons should be installed at the port and starboard sides

of the harbour entrance.
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3.1.9 Geotechnical Constraints - Marine

3.1.9.1 Current Status

Geotechnical characterization of the seabed sediments within the harbour basin was not

available to support this assessment. However, the proximity of the basin to the mouth of the

Salmon River suggests that the bottom sediments are likely silt and fine grain sand. Sediments

of this nature tend to be relatively soft and are subject to settlement if subjected to load.

There is evidence of exposed bedrock in the upland areas of the adjacent private property to

the west. However harbour users gave no indication of bedrock in close proximity to the

seabed surface.

3.1.9.2 Capacity

The seabed composition is suited to the installation of driven piling for the support of

structures and for mooring purposes. While there is little evidence of recent dredging

activities having been undertaken there have been no indications that past dredging has been

hampered by the presence of bedrock or other obstructions.

3.1.9.3 Demand

Geotechnical characterization of the seabed sediments is required to assess the soil for its

capacity to resist lateral mooring loads and to support structures.

3.1.10 Environmental Constraints

3.1.10.1 Current Status

A small eel grass bed has become established adjacent to the south shoreline of the harbour

basin to the east of the present loading wharf. This area is also associated with relatively

shallower basin depth.

3.1.10.2 Capacity

Not applicable

3.1.10.3 Demand

The presence of the eel grass imposes a constraint on harbour dredging that is necessary to

improve utilization of the harbour for commercial and recreational boating purposes.

3.2 ONSHORE INFRASTRUCTURE

3.2.1 Property Ownership

3.2.1.1 Current Status
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The onshore and offshore lands lying east of the western boundary of the Sayward Community

Waterfront access road are, with one exception, federal crown lands. These lands are

controlled by various parties under lease agreements with the federal government. The lands

to the west of the access road along with a small parcel between the access road and the

Sayward Community Waterfront basin are privately owned.

3.2.1.2 Capacity

Property and lease hold boundaries, as presently understood, are illustrated by Figure 3. The

following observations are provided for consideration:

 The entrance channel to the harbour and a portion of the basin itself does not appear

to be held by any lease holder;

 Legal responsibility for the lands upon which the ship hull breakwater is founded is not

clear at this time.

 It appears that a portion of the landing providing access to the commercial harbour

float network may be constructed on private property and users of this facility must

access the floats via privately held lands;

 Access to the rubble mound breakwater is via privately held property;

 Lease hold ownership for the booming grounds is not clear at this time.

3.2.1.3 Demand

Substantial concern exists among the users of Sayward Community Waterfront with respect to

the parcel of privately owned land immediately adjacent to the entrance to the rubble mound

breakwater and the access landing to the commercial float network. These concerns relate to

limitations on use should the private land owner restrict access to these lands.

Because the viability of the harbour is heavily dependent upon protection from waves

approaching from the northwest, the absence of clarity relative to the ownership of the lands

upon which the ship hull breakwater rests, and particularly responsibility for repair and

maintenance of this infrastructure, is of concern to harbour users.

Legal boundaries for the properties surrounding the Sayward Futures wharf could not be

determined and should be clarified.

3.2.2 Access Roads

3.2.2.1 Current Status

A narrow two-lane paved road provides access to Sayward Community Waterfront from the

Village of Sayward. The formal road surface ends near the harbour loading wharf. From this

point to the Sayward Futures wharf, the road narrows, is less defined and dead-ends at the

private access to the nearby camp ground facility.
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3.2.2.2 Capacity

The access road is subjected to a broad cross section of traffic including:

 Light cars and trucks owned by recreational users of the harbour and surrounding

amenities, fishermen and employees of the nearby fish farms. These users generally

wish to park their vehicles near the harbour. Some of these users leave their vehicles

parked for multiple days at a time;

 Tour buses associated with seasonal whale watching and other similar tourist

activities;

 Recreational vehicles seeking access the campground facilities;

 Semi-trailer truck traffic used to transport catch offloaded from fish boats and deliver

fuel.

The various recreational and commercial uses of the access road often coincide leading to high

traffic volumes and congestion on the roadway. The traffic congestion is compounded by

parked vehicles that utilize the narrow margins. The absence of any formal turn around makes

maneuvering of vehicles, particularly trucks and buses, difficult and slow. The absence of a

formal shoulder in the vicinity of the loading wharf dictates that tractor-trailer units cannot

park clear of the roadway during loading.

3.2.2.3 Demand

The primary concerns of the users of Sayward Community Waterfront with respect to the

access road are:

 Development of a formal turn around that can accommodate all forms of traffic, but

particularly tractor-trailer units, buses and recreational vehicles;

 Separation of the parking function from the roadway such that traffic flow is not

restricted;

 The provision of more clearly defined zones where truck loading can take place well

removed from traffic flow.

3.2.3 Parking

3.2.3.1 Current Status

Formal parking facilities do not exist at Sayward Community Waterfront. Limited parking is

available within the Village of Sayward controlled lands to the south of the harbour.

3.2.3.2 Capacity

Those wishing to park cars and light trucks utilize the margins along the access road. These

areas are limited and competition for spots is often high. Some vehicle parking takes place

within the privately owned parcel immediately to the west of the harbour basin. There are no

areas that could accommodate parking of truck and boat trailer combinations.
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3.2.3.3 Demand

The users of Sayward Community Waterfront require:

 parking capacity for cars and light trucks that is separated from the roadway travel

path;

 Parking for truck and boat trailer combinations;

 Parking for tour buses.

3.2.4 Wharfingers Office

3.2.4.1 Current Capacity

A small wharfingers office, with footprint of approximately 3.0 x 4.0 m, was recently

constructed to the northwest of the approach to the commercial float network.

3.2.4.2 Capacity

The wharfingers office is presently used for storage of emergency response equipment and

various tools and supplies. The building is of sufficient size to serve as the wharfingers office

and provide limited equipment/supply storage.

3.2.4.3 Demand

In addition to its function as the wharfingers office, the users wish to integrate public

washroom, shower and laundry facilities.

3.2.5 Geotechnical Constraints – Upland

3.2.5.1 Current Status

The upland areas surrounding the harbour were formed by fill placement associated with the

construction of the BC Ferry terminal that formerly occupied the site. No geotechnical

characterization of these fills is available but they have been in place for more than 40 years.

3.2.5.2 Capacity

It is surmised that the upland fill material is now well consolidated and will not likely

experience significant additional settlement.

3.2.5.3 Demand

Geotechnical characterization of the upland fills should be undertaken in any areas where

redevelopment is proposed.

3.3 SERVICES AND UTILITIES

3.3.1 Water

3.3.1.1 Current Status
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A 200 mm PVC water main, constructed in or around 2004 conveys potable water along the

eastern edge of the access road to a point approximately adjacent to the current wharfingers

office. From this point, the main extends to the Sayward Futures wharf at a reduced diameter

of 100 mm.

3.3.1.2 Capacity

It is believed that the potable water main has ample capacity to meet the current and

projected future needs or the harbour and area users.

3.3.1.3 Demand

KBORL intends to install an ice plant on the existing upland to the south of the harbour basin.

The estimated capacity of the plant is 30 tons/day. Typical water demand for a plant of this

size is on the order of 1.4 m3/hr. This additional demand is expected to be well within the

capacity of the existing main.

3.3.2 Sanitary Sewer

3.3.2.1 Current Status

A 150 mm PVC sanitary gravity main conveys sanitary flows from the Sayward Futures Wharf

and harbour to a pump station situated in the east shoulder of the access road adjacent to the

unloading wharf. From the pump station, sanitary flows are conveyed under pressure through

a 100 mm HDPE main.

3.3.2.2 Capacity

The investigators are presently unaware of the design capacity for the sanitary pump station.

However, none of the stakeholders have expressed concern relative to the capacity of the

system. It is believed that the system adequately meets the present requirements of the

harbour stakeholders.

3.3.2.3 Demand

The stakeholders have indicated a desire to provide public washroom, shower and laundry

facilities at the harbour as well as vessel sanitary pump out facilities. Should these sanitary

flows be introduced to the existing 150 PVC gravity main, it is possible that the available

capacity would be exceeded and upgraded or alternate facilities may be required. In the event

the sanitary flows are introduced to the system at the pump station, it is believed that the

existing infrastructure could accommodate the additional demand, although this should be

confirmed.
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3.3.3 Storm Sewer

3.3.3.1 Current Status

With the exception of culverts installed across the access road, no formal storm water

infrastructure exists on the site. Incident rainfall is simply conveyed to the marine

environment as surface flow.

3.3.3.2 Demand

The stakeholders have not identified any requirement for storm water infrastructure.

However, formal redevelopment of the access road and other upland areas will likely include

catch basins and other similar storm water management infrastructure. Consideration should

be given to the installation of oil-water separators to preclude entry of vehicle related

hydrocarbons to the marine environment.

3.3.4 Hydro

3.3.4.1 Current Status

The area surrounding Sayward Community Waterfront is provided by single-phase electrical

power.

3.3.4.2 Capacity

The electrical feed is sufficient to accommodate the current power demand of the harbour

area users.

3.3.4.3 Demand

Plans by KBORL to install an ice plant at the site will require that the site be provided with

three-phase power.

3.3.5 Telecommunications

3.3.5.1 Current Status

Conventional telephone and internet service is available at Sayward Community Waterfront

3.3.5.2 Capacity

The conventional telecommunication services that are available at the harbour site are

sufficient for the requirements of the harbour users.

Cellular communication services are not available at the harbour. The non-availability of these

services presents a challenge to those involved in the commercial fishery as cell phone

communication is the basis for scheduling the arrival of fish boats at the offloading wharf as

well as for the coordination of fuel deliveries to the harbour.
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3.3.5.3 Demand

The users of Sayward Community Waterfront require reliable cellular service within the

harbour itself as well as within the fishing grounds to the north and east of the site.

3.3.6 Fuel

3.3.6.1 Current Status

Fuel is not available at Sayward Community Waterfront.

3.3.6.2 Capacity

Refuelling of commercial vessels from fuel tankers takes place at the offloading wharf within

the harbour basin. Fuel orders are phoned in to a fuel depot in Campbell River and

arrangements are made for the fishing vessel to meet the tanker truck at the wharf at a

specific time. The fuel dispensing equipment is simply lowered to the vessel from the edge of

the wharf.

Due to the requirement to coordinate fuel deliveries to the harbour site in advance, refuelling

of recreational vessels does not occur.

3.3.6.3 Demand

Harbour users would benefit from a source of marine grade diesel and gasoline at the harbour

site. A local source of fuel would provide greater flexibility for commercial and recreational

vessels to refuel when convenient and eliminate the requirement for fuel truck delivery

coordination.

4 NEED

As previously described, the NEED is the difference between the DEMAND imposed on the

harbour facilities by the stakeholders and the CAPACITY of the harbour to meet that demand.

The need of the Sayward Community Waterfront stakeholders is presented in Table 1.

5 STUDY LIMITATIONS

The needs assessment reported by this document is based, in large part, on anecdotal

accounts provided by the stakeholders during face to face interviews. The analysis was

conducted under the constraints of a demanding delivery schedule and consequently, most,

but not all, of the stakeholders were able to provide written responses in the timely fashion

necessary to consider this written information within the assessment. Furthermore, it was not

possible to collect all necessary data and background reports that would support confirmation

of the anecdotal information by the investigators. It is therefore recommended that the
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contents of this report be reviewed periodically, as new and additional data becomes

available.

Respectfully Submitted,

KLA Engineering Ltd.

Prepared By:

Ralph L. Everts, P. Eng.
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OFFSHORE INFRASTRUCTURE

Wave Protection

Improve breakwater system to reduce wave penetration through the entrance and agitation within the

basin.

Restore integrity of ship hull breakwater to the northeast. Reparations to employ materials that promote

wave energy dissipation and minimize wave reflection.

Basin and Entrance Channel Depth

Dredge entrance channel to elevation -3.0 m CD or lower.

Dredge basin to elevation -3.0 m CD or lower.

Berth Infrastructure - Commercial

Commercial berth infrastructure should be increased to accommodate more vessels without requirement to

nest more than two vessels deep, for fingers designed to accommodate nested moorage, and without

requirement to nest elsewhere.

Commercial berth infrastructure to be optimized to increase the width of maneuvering isles.

Dedicated recreational vessel berth infrastructure to eliminate conflicts and attract other recreational

vessels to harbour.

Berth Infrastructure - Recreational

Provide berth infrastructure suited to needs of recreational boaters.

Offloading Wharf

Provide offloading facility that can accommodate concurrent offloading from two or more vessels and for

which offloading is not tidally constrained.

Equip offloading wharf with derrick fitted with appropriately placed controls.

Launch Ramp

Provide a launch ramp in immediate proximity of the harbour that can accommodate launching of

commercial and recreational vessels from trailers as well as loading and unloading operations from

construction barges.

Community Futures Wharf

Provide structurally sound multi-purpose wharf facility to support the present array of uses and to support

on-going efforts to expand these uses.

Navigational Aids

Install retro-reflective day beacons at the port and starboard sides of harbour entrance.

Geotechnical Constraints - Marine

Undertake geotechnical characterization of the seabed sediments to assess soil for capacity to resist lateral

mooring loads and support structures.

Environmental Constraints

Investigate potential limitations on dredging imposed by presence of eel grass bed.

SAYWARD COMMUNITY WATERFRONT

NEED ASSESSMENT AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN

TABLE 1 - NEED SUMMARY

Table1-Needs.xlsx KLA
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SAYWARD COMMUNITY WATERFRONT

NEED ASSESSMENT AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN

TABLE 1 - NEED SUMMARY

ONSHORE INFRASTRUCTURE

Property Ownership

Secure access to harbour via private property through transfer of ownership or via long term legal

agreement

Clarify ownership of ship hulls and property upon which this infrastructure is founded.

Clarify legal boundaries for lands surrounding Sayward Futures Wharf.

Access Roads

Develop turn-around that can accommodate all forms of traffic, but particularly tractor-trailer units, buses

and recreational vehicles.

Separation parking function from the roadway

Provide clearly defined zones where truck loading can take place well removed from traffic flow.

Parking

Provide parking for cars and light trucks that is separated from the roadway travel path

Provide parking for truck and boat trailer combinations

Provide parking for tour buses.

Wharfingers Office

Provide wharfingers office with integrated public washroom, shower and laundry facilities.

Geotechnical Constraints - Upland

Undertake geotechnical characterization of upland fills in areas where redevelopment is proposed.

SERVICES AND UTILITIES

Water

None

Sanitary Sewer

Confirm capacity of existing sanitary infrastructure to accommodate anticipated future load

Storm Sewer

Consider installation of oil-water separators in any newly developed areas to preclude entry of vehicle

related hydrocarbons to the marine environment.

Hydro

Upgrade hydro service to 3-phase

Telecommunications

Provide reliable cellular service coverage within the harbour itself and extending to the fishing grounds to

the north and east of the site.

Fuel

Provide marine grade diesel and gasoline at the harbour site.

Table1-Needs.xlsx KLA
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Client: Sayward Harbour Authority Project No.: 2014-013

Project: Sayward Harbour Need Assessment Prepared by: Ralph Everts

Location: Small Craft Harbours Office, Vancouver, BC Date: 12 Dec 2014

Participants: Mike Braim, Small Craft Harbours Time: 1400 hrs

Katie Rattan, Small Craft Harbours

Ralph Everts, KLA Engineering

DISCUSSION POINTS

1. Small Craft Harbours (SCH) is mandated to support the commercial fishery. In this role they provide

harbour infrastructure. The local harbour authority is responsible for the maintenance of the facility

once it has been implemented.

2. SCH can participate in the redevelopment of a harbour as long as the assets provided with SCH

participation support the commercial fishery. They cannot provide funding for ongoing maintenance

or for the costs associated with the day-to-day operation of the harbour.

3. SCH provided statistics that were gathered by the Sayward Harbour wharfinger. These statistics show

that the harbour is utilized by a combination of commercial and recreational vessels and also

accommodates other vessels such as tugs and coast guard vessels. The statistics show that the

harbour is operating at or slightly below its moorage capacity.

4. SCH is aware of several challenges faced by users of Sayward harbour:

a. Parking

i. Available parking is limited to shoulders of the access road. This parking is limited

and is poorly defined;

b. Upland

i. All of the available upland adjacent to the harbour basin is held by parties other than

SCH as privately owned lands or crown land for which tenure is held under a variety

of lease agreements. Thus SCH presently has no land holding upon which it can

develop parking or provide other amenities.

c. Harbour Basin

i. The harbour basin is limited in size and fully utilized. Consequently vessel approaches

to mooring facilities and offloading wharf are narrow.

5. SCH suggested that a plan illustrating potential redevelopment scenarios be developed soon and that

this plan be circulated for input by the various users. The needs of the users will become apparent

from the input provided by the stakeholders in response to the development plan.

6. Redevelopment should be considered in the context of discrete independent phases that can be

implemented over time as funds become available.

7. SCH offered to facility meetings with Sayward Harbour Authority representatives should that be

deemed beneficial.
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Client: Sayward Harbour Authority Project No.: 2014-0013

Project: Sayward Harbour Need Assessment Prepared by: Ralph Everts

Location: Hub City Fisheries, Nanaimo Date: 16 Dec 2014

Participants: Roger Paquette, Hub City Fisheries Time: 1000 hrs

Jeff Stubbington, Saltair Marine Services

Ralph Everts, KLA Engineering

DISCUSSION POINTS

1. KLA provided an overview of their role in this assignment: conduct a need assessment and prepare

a preliminary development plan. The need assessment compares the requirements of the

stakeholders (demand) with the capacity of the existing harbour facilities to accommodate the

requirement. A deficiency in the ability of the existing infrastructure to accommodate the

requirement constitutes a need. It is important that stakeholder requirements be communicated in

measurable terms.

2. A questionnaire was prepared and distributed in advance of the meeting with the objective of

assisting stakeholders identify their requirements. The meeting participants were advised that the

discussion does not need to be limited to the subject material addressed by the questionnaire and

they were encouraged to provide additional questions / information as necessary to communicate

their requirements.

3. The following summarized input received from the meeting participants:

a. Breakwater:

i. The wave protection provided by the breakwaters is insufficient. The east side of

the harbour is reasonably protected but ocean swells create considerable agitation

on the west side. Wave reflection off the existing ship hulls is experienced.

ii. Participants consider that the level of wave protection would be improved if the

floating ship hulls were removed and a new rubble mound breakwater was

constructed in its place.

iii. The floating breakwater extension to the rubble mound breakwater did not

improve the standard of wave protection significantly and its orientation constrains

the entrance to the harbour.

iv. A number of years ago the Institute of Ocean Sciences (IOS) installed a wave buoy

near the moored vessel breakwaters and recorded wave data for a period of time.

This data may be available.
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b. Harbour Entrance

i. The entrance is a significant problem. The tide sets across the entrance, flowing

in one direction during ebb tide and the other during flood tide. There is a sand

bar on the east side of the entrance that has formed off the nose of the vessel

breakwater. The harbour entrance is too shallow, particularly in the vicinity of

the aforementioned bar.

ii. To counteract the set of the tide, fishermen must enter the harbour under

power and then power down very quickly once inside the harbour to ensure

they do not collide with the relic ferry terminal infrastructure. This operation is

difficult given the shallow depths and the narrow configuration.

iii. There have been incidents where vessels have become hung-up on the bar. The

participants indicated that some fishermen avoid the harbour due to the

challenging entrance conditions.

iv. The participants suggested that a dolphin at the nose of the moored vessel

breakwater on the east side of the harbour entrance would be beneficial.

c. Navigational Aids

i. Currently the only available navigational aid is a small light situated on the

floating breakwater. When approaching the entrance at night this light is

difficult to see against the backdrop of ambient community lighting.

Furthermore the brown coloring of the ship hull breakwaters makes them

impossible to see at night. Entering the harbour at night dangerous, particularly

given the entrance constraints previously described.

ii. The participants recommended installation of port and starboard reflective

signs at the harbour entrance.

d. Relic Ferry Berth Infrastructure

i. The relic berth infrastructure is of little value. The participants have considered

removing this infrastructure but do not have the necessary equipment to

remove the abutments.

ii. The participants intend to retain the existing launch ramp on the east side of the

ferry berth.

e. Eel Grass Bed

i. A small eel grass bed exists at the south west corner of the basin, adjacent to

the SCH wharf.

f. Recreational Boat Launch

i. A launch ramp exists on the end of the headland on the east side of the existing

log storage basin that is used by the public to launch pleasure craft. Log booms

often make use of the launch ramp impossible.
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ii. The participants indicated that public use of the launch ramp on their site,

adjacent to the east side of the relic ferry terminal infrastructure could be

considered.

g. Depths

i. To accommodate the participant’s use of the harbour, depths throughout the

basin of 3.0 to 3.5 m below low water are required.

ii. Currently, to offload catch at the existing offloading wharf within the harbour, a

minimum tide level of +1.2 m is necessary.

h. Ice Plant

i. Currently, the locations closest to Sayward at which fishermen can obtain ice

are Port Hardy or French Creek. The participants consider that it is necessary to

install an ice plant and fish pump within Sayward harbour.

ii. Ice is used to keep catch cool while onboard the fish boats and also to pack

around fish in totes following offloading and while in transit to Nanaimo based

processing facilities. The participants expect that the Ice plant would be

installed on the upland and will have a foot print of approximately 6 x 6 m and a

height of approximately 8 m.

i. Aqua Culture

i. The participants are considering aquaculture operations in the vicinity of

Sayward Harbour but their plans are presently too preliminary to integrate into

the need assessment and development plan.

ii. The participants primarily processes Salmon and Shrimp. Crab is also offloaded

within the harbour but is processed by others.

j. Moorage

i. The participants require a limited amount of moorage to accommodate fishing

vessels waiting to offload.

k. Hydro

i. Hydro service to accommodate participants use at the harbour is anticipated to

be 800A 3Ph 600V.

ii. The participants have investigated the feasibility of upgrading the existing

electrical service with BC Hydro and an electrical contractor.

l. Water Service

i. A 6” main presently services the site. It terminates adjacent to the SCH wharf.

This service is considered adequate.

m. Sanitary Service

i. Sanitary service is available on site but few details are known by the

participants.

n. Communications

i. Conventional telephone service is available at the harbour site but the demand

for this utility is limited.
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ii. There is no cell phone coverage within the harbour but some coverage is

available once on the water north of breakwater. The non-availability of cell

phone coverage is a significant detriment as coordination for offloading of fish

boats and delivery of fuel trucks is all conducted via cell phone.

o. Construction Company

i. The participants provide marine construction services when not fishing.

Services include dredging, pile driving and marine transport. A ramp at the site

is beneficial to support this operation. A bulkhead could also be used but a

ramp is preferred. There is the possibility that floating plant would be moored

on a temporary basis within the basin. Little upland laydown areas is required

to support this operation.

p. Fuel

i. Currently, fish boats are refuelled at the site. Fuel delivery is arranged by fish

boat captains on an as required basis. Fuel delivery services are provided by

Columbia Fuels out of Campbell River who dispatch a fuel tanker.

ii. Fuel service at Sayward Harbour is deemed beneficial by the participants but

this is not a service that they have interest in developing

q. Property Ownership

i. The property held by the participants is crown land held under lease. The lease

was formerly held by Diamond Bay Marine Services but the tenure has expired

and participants made application to assume the tenure.

r. Log Sort

i. The log sort is believe to be held by Island Timberlands. The participants

consider it important to understand how this operation will influence future

development in the area.

s. Other

i. Tackle and bait sales (commercial and sport) could be provided within harbour.
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As a Sayward Harbour stakeholder, you are requested to respond, as thoroughly as possible, to the

questions outlined below. If completing a hard copy of this form, feel free to add additional sheets as

required:

Name of Stakeholder: Roger Paquette, Jeff Stubbington

Organization: Kelsey Bay Organic Resources Ltd. (KBORL)

1) Please provide a detailed description of your current, and anticipated future, use of Sayward

Harbour.

Currently KBORL has retained from the previous tenure holder a barge ramp, several floats,

Laundromat, seasonal cafe, mechanic shop and boat repair shop, house, blacktop lot. KBORL wishes

to make several improvements to the site, install an ice and fish loading/unloading facility with

aquaculture land base, improve the existing floats and add more floats for moorage, install tourist

accommodations with a boardwalk around the shoreline, improve the existing restaurant, and retail

store, improve the existing barge ramp for loading/unloading facility with marine construction.

2) In an effort to develop an understanding of the infrastructure requirements associated with your

use of Sayward Harbour, you are asked to respond to the following questions:

a) Water side Infrastructure

i) Depths (within channels and berths)

(1) What is required to accommodate use

Minus 10’ is required in both the channel and moorage

(2) What is presently available and is it adequate

Most of the moorage space is adequate, except at the bottom of the loading dock

approximately minus 6’, the harbour entrance is quite shallow on the south side by the

ships hull breakwater.

(3) Can your use accommodate tidal constraints on available depth (ie sufficient depth only

available at certain tide levels).
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The loading dock is acceptable. The harbour entrance is a hazard, especially due to the

heavy tide set outside the harbour.

ii) Breakwaters

(1) What levels of wave agitation can be accommodated by your use at the harbour

entrance, within the harbour basin

A 2’ chop is not bad, however the swell entering the harbour can be tough to deal with.

(2) What level of protection, in terms of wave height both at the entrance to the harbour

and within the basin, is provided by the existing breakwaters.

West side of the harbour is not bad, however the East side is not protected very well.

(3) Is the wave attenuation performance of the existing breakwaters sufficient for your use

Marginal – an extension to the rock breakwater where the pipe catamaran float

presently sits would make a world of difference to the harbour.

(4) In your opinion, how important are the breakwaters formed from relic vessel hulls to

the maintenance of acceptable wave conditions within the entrance and harbour basis

for your use.

They are marginal, rip rap would deaden the wave action much better.

iii) Navigational Aids

(1) What kinds of navigational aids are required to support your use of the harbour (ie

channel markers, buoys, lights, etc) .

A pile or dolphin should be installed on the East side of the harbour entrance by the

ships hull breakwater and should have reflective on the top.

(2) What kinds of navigational aids are already provided by the existing harbour facilities.

White flashing light on the pipe breakwater.

(3) How adequate are the existing navigational aids for your use

Entering the harbour in the dark rainy conditions is very difficult.
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iv) Dredging

(1) Does the harbour experience an intermittent or on-going requirement for dredging;

Yes, at the harbour entrance.

(2) Do you anticipate that your use of the harbour would impact the requirement for

dredging in any way.

Dredging the harbour entrance would make it a lot safer for loading fishing vessels

entering and leaving the harbour.

v) Moorage

(1) Please describe your current and anticipated future requirement for moorage.

We will be installing additional moorage on our site. However there may be in season

additional moorage required by SCH.

(2) What vessel types and sizes do you need to accommodate

Fishing vessels 30’ to 80 ‘

(3) How sufficient is the existing moorage infrastructure, if any, for the needs of your use.

In season moorage is tight.

vi) Berths

(1) What current and future berth infrastructure is required by your use to accommodate

commercial, or other, vessels

If the breakwater is improved, a small float extension would be beneficial on three

fingers.

(2) How sufficient is existing infrastructure, if any, to accommodate your need.

The harbour is workable, but with an improved breakwater and the dredging done, the

harbour would be much safer.

vii) Geotechnical

(1) Are you aware of any geotechnical characteristics of the Sayward harbour site (bedrock,

soft soils, slides, debris flows, etc) that might have a bearing on redevelopment of the

harbour to accommodate your use.
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No.

viii) Environmental

(1) Are you aware of any environmental characteristics of the Sayward harbour site (eel

grass, sensitive spawning habitats, species at risk, etc) that might have a bearing on

redevelopment of the harbour to accommodate your use.

There is a shallow spot with eel grass in front of the trailers on the beach. If this was

removed, a small amount of dredging would accommodate more floats along the shore

line.

ix) Other

(1) Please describe any other water side infrastructure requirements and the extent to

which existing infrastructure, if available, meets those requirements

(2) Removal of existing sheet pile pillars left behind by BC Ferries, would make it possible to

arrange moorage and loading facilities in a more positive fashion.

b) Land Side Infrastructure

For each of the listed upland infrastructure categories provided below, please describe the

requirement associated with your current and anticipated future use of Sayward Harbour. Then

please describe the extent to which the infrastructure presently provided within the harbour

meets your current and expected future need.

i) Laydown Areas

ii) Service Areas
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iii) Warehouse Facilities

iv) Office Facilities

v) Dryland Storage

vi) Access Roads

vii) Upland Parking

viii) Security gates and fences
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ix) Cranes, Derricks or Other Offloading Equipment

x) Restrooms

For a busy harbour like Kesley Bay, this facility would be welcomed.

xi) Launch Ramps

xii) Waste Oil Facilities

xiii) Other

c) Services and Utilities

For each of the listed services or utilities, please describe your requirements to accommodate

your current and future use. Please also describe the extent to which the present service or

utility capability meets your need:

i) Hydro

We will require a three phase power to be extend to our facility.
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ii) Telecommunications (phone, internet)

The lack of cell coverage is a major problem.

Facility to enable cell phone coverage in Harbour would be a huge benefit in business and

residential operations.

iii) Cable

iv) Water

v) Sanitary

vi) Storm

vii) Other
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d) Other

Please feel free to identify any other issues that you feel is an important consideration in

conducting the needs assessment for the Harbour.

If access could be secured through the Island Timberlands side of the KBORL Property this would

significantly reduce congestion in the Harbour and would make room for greater moorage

within the harbour.
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Client: Sayward Harbour Authority Project No.: 2014-0013

Project: Sayward Harbour Need Assessment Prepared by: Ralph Everts

Location: Village of Sayward Council Chambers Date: 17 Dec 2014

Participants: John MacDonald, Village of Sayward Time: 1000 hrs

Darren Keidyke, Village of Sayward

Norm Kirschner, Village of Sayward

Al Boronas, Algis Consulting

Ralph Everts, KLA Engineering

DISCUSSION POINTS

1. The mandate of the VOS with respect to the waterfront is to promote opportunities for economic

development and tourism. There are a number of opportunities that would provide economic benefit

to the VOS if the harbour facilities were improved:

a. Sayward is part of the marine highway that brings transient vessels to the region;

b. The Van-Isle 360 Yacht race has a scheduled stop on Hardwicke Island. Sayward could be

considered as a stopover point if improved facilities were available;

c. There are a number of local rendezvous clubs that could be attracted to the area;

d. Pocket cruise ships might consider Sayward Harbour if local recreational activities were

available;

e. Whale watching tours presently operate from the Sayward Community Futures wharf but

these offerings could be expanded;

f. Small local camping opportunities exist near the harbour that could be expanded

2. VOS representatives described some of the constraints of the present harbour site and improvements

that they deem important as follows:

a. Boat Moorage

i. Available moorage space within the existing harbour is inadequate to accommodate

the present demand;

ii. Currently there is no dedicated recreational boat moorage. Recreational and

commercial boaters compete for the berth space within the commercial harbour.

iii. An owner of private property adjacent to the harbour is considering development

and these development plans would benefit from the availability of recreational boat

moorage;

b. Public Ammenities

i. Public amenities including washrooms, showers, laundry facilities and harbour

managers office would attract more recreational and commercial boaters to the

harbour;
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c. Fuel

i. Establishing a fuel service within the harbour would be of benefit to commercial

users and would serve to attract more recreational users to the harbour.

d. Trail System

i. The VOS has plans to connect the existing trail network to the harbour.

e. Access and Parking

i. The access road to the harbour is narrow and does not provide convenient turn-

around facilities for trucks, tour buses and recreational vehicles.

ii. Parking areas in the vicinity of the harbour are limited to shoulders of the access

road. Because the road access is narrow and is used by a wide variety of car and

truck traffic, the area becomes congested and safety is a concern. The

development of parking facilities for cars, trucks, recreational vehicles and tour

buses would be of benefit.

f. Launch Ramp

i. A launch ramp exists on the headland on the east side of the booming grounds

adjacent to the harbour. Access to the ramp requires accessing lands held by

Island Timberlands lands where heavy equipment is often in operation. Use of

the ramp is often constrained by the presence of moored log booms in the vicinity

of the ramp. A launch ramp within the harbour basin is required to address these

shortcomings.

3. VOS representatives described activities that take place in and around the harbour to assist in

developing an understanding of the constraints that are presently experienced:

a. Community Futures Wharf

i. The Community Futures Society obtained the wharf from the federal government

in 2001 under the federal government divestiture program.

ii. Recent condition inspections of the wharf have identified the requirement for

repairs. Access to the surface of the structure has been limited to pedestrians

and light cars and trucks until structural reparations are completed.

iii. Marine Harvest Canada utilizes the wharf to load smolt salmon for transport to

local aquaculture operations. The smolt are pumped from tanker trucks on land

to vessels moored at the wharf face.

iv. Whale watching tours operate from the wharf;

v. When salmon are running the wharf is heavily utilized by the public fishing from

the wharf deck;

vi. Public users of the adjacent private camp ground operation moor boats along the

float on the landside of the wharf.

b. Booming Ground

i. The booming ground is crown land held under lease by Island Timberlands. The

VOS believe that the operation is projected to continue for an additional 20 years;
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ii. The entrance to the log sort basin is only just sufficient to accommodate transport

of log booms.

iii.

c. Harbour Offloading Wharf

i. The derrick on the offloading wharf is used for offloading shell fish. Presently no

fee for the use of the derrick is levied.

4. Miscellaneous

a. There is a requirement to develop graphics illustrating harbour redevelopment options as

soon as possible so that these can be distributed to the harbour stakeholder for input.

b. The access road is owned by the provincial highways department. The VOS have initiated

discussions pertaining to access improvements and development of parking areas;

c. VOS agreed to provide available legal survey plans to KLA;

d. The VOS are unaware of tenure or maintenance responsibilities for the existing ship hull

breakwaters.

e. VOS has initiated discussions with BC Hydro relative to the provision of a new, greater

capacity hydro service to the area. VOS advises that BC Hydro wish to support the VOS in

this respect.
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Client: Sayward Harbour Authority Project No.: 2014-0013

Project: Sayward Harbour Need Assessment Prepared by: Ralph Everts

Location: Village of Sayward Council Chambers Date: 17 Dec 2014

Participants: Fred Rhodes, Sayward Harbour Authority Time: 1400 hrs

Peter Mitton, Sayward Harbour Authority

Ted Ellice, Sayward Harbour Authority

Al Boronas, Algis Consulting

Ralph Everts, KLA Engineering

DISCUSSION POINTS

1. KLA provided an overview of their role in this assignment: conduct a need assessment and prepare

a preliminary development plan. The need assessment compares the requirements of the

stakeholders (demand) with the capacity of the existing harbour facilities to accommodate the

requirement. A deficiency in the ability of the existing infrastructure to accommodate the

requirement constitutes a need. It is important that stakeholder requirements be communicated in

measurable terms.

2. A questionnaire was prepared and distributed in advance of the meeting with the objective of

assisting stakeholders identify their requirements. The meeting participants were advised that the

discussion does not need to be limited to the subject material addressed by the questionnaire and

they were encouraged to provide additional questions / information as necessary to communicate

their requirements.

3. The following summarizes input received from the meeting participants:

a. Harbour Entrance

i. The harbour entrance is narrow, subject to tidal induced cross currents, and is

shallow due to sediment infill. Users must traverse the entrance on the side closest

to the floating breakwater to avoid being grounded.

b. Basin Depth

i. The harbour basin is infilling with sediment conveyed by the adjacent Salmon River.

There are areas within the basin that have insufficient depth at all tide levels to moor

commercial fish boats. As a consequence berth assignments must be made in

consideration of depth. At present, larger vessels are moored closest to the harbour

entrance where depths are marginally greater.

ii. To support unrestricted moorage, water depths below low water are required to be

3.5 to 4.0 m.

iii. Dredging within the basin has not taken place for many years.
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c. Moorage

i. While the float network is in reasonable condition, the participants indicated that

the berth face length available for moorage is insufficient for the demand. They

suggest that the present berth face capacity should be doubled to accommodate

demand.

ii. Float network is moored in position with a combination of timber and steel piles.

Several steel piles are abraded and have holes penetrating the wall thickness.

iii. Floats are often slippery during winter months.

d. Breakwaters

i. Wind induced waves penetrate the harbour entrance resulting in levels of

agitation that are difficult to manage.

ii. Waves generated by north winds reflect off the surface of the ship hull

breakwaters.

iii. The ship hull breakwaters on the east side of the harbour entrance are severely

corroded and are in danger of collapse. Failure of this breakwater threatens the

viability of the harbour operation.

e. Utilities

i. Hydro

1. The electrical service was recently renewed. The available power is

adequate for the present demand. There are some issues associated with

electrolysis that the participants are investigating. The ability to meter

power consumption on a berth by berth basis has not been integrated.

Consequently it is difficult to recover the cost of power consumption.

ii. Potable Water

1. The water service supplying the harbour site is sufficient for the present

demand.

2. The water distribution network on the float network is not insulated or

heat traced. The system is shut off and drained in the winter.

3. Fire water stand pipes are available on the float network.

iii. Sanitary Sewer

1. Vessel sanitary sewer pump out facilities were available at one time but

the pump was stolen. Currently vessel sanitary pump out services are not

provided.

2. A municipal sanitary pump station exists on the site and is sufficient for

the needs of the harbour.

iv. Garbage

1. Several bins are available on site for collection of garbage. The meeting

participants expressed frustration due to the fact that garbage originating

from non-harbour uses is often deposited in the bins. Since the harbour
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authority is staffed only on a part time basis, it is often infeasible to

prevent non-harbour users from depositing garbage in these bins. Pickup

and disposal fees present a challenge to the harbour authority since its

revenues are limited.

v. Ammenities

1. A small wharfingers office has recently been constructed. It is presently

being used for storage purposes and has not yet been outfitted as an

office. The office is separated from shore because the portion of upland

immediately adjacent to the office foundation platform is owned by an

adjacent private property owner.

2. Public washrooms, showers and laundry facilities are unavailable at the

harbour and would be an asset.

vi. Offloading Wharf

1. Use of the offloading wharf is constrained by available water depth as

well as narrow approaches. The wharf is fitted with a derrick crane but

the meeting participants consider that the derrick requires repair and

recertification. The derrick controls are poorly situated and do not offer

the operator a clear view of the lift point.

vii. Recreational Vessel Berthage

1. Dedicated berths for recreational vessels are not available in the harbour.

Recreational and commercial vessel users both utilize the commercial

harbour float network and compete for berthing space.

viii. Parking and Access

1. The access to the harbour is narrow but is subject to a broad range of

traffic including tractor-trailer combinations, tour buses, recreational

vehicles and light cars and trucks.

2. The area immediately adjacent to the loading wharf is often congested

with tractor-trailer units being loaded with catch from fish boats and

other traffic. Forklift traffic also presents a hazard to pedestrians, parked

cars and traffic seeking to pass by.

3. No turn around facilities exist that can accommodate trucks, tour busses

or recreational vehicles.

4. There are no dedicated parking facilities. While parking does take place

along the margins of the roadway, the available space is limited and

poorly defined.

ix. Fuel

1. The closest sources of marine fuel to the harbour are at Port McNeil and

Campbell River. The absence of fuel supplies is a nuisance to commercial

fisherman who must make arrangements to have fuel trucked to the site

from Campbell River. The meeting participants also reported that
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recreational boater bypass Sayward harbour because of the lack of fuel

services.
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DISCUSSION POINTS

1. KLA provided an overview of their role in this assignment: conduct a need assessment and prepare

a preliminary development plan. The need assessment compares the requirements of the

stakeholders (demand) with the capacity of the existing harbour facilities to accommodate the

requirement. A deficiency in the ability of the existing infrastructure to accommodate the

requirement constitutes a need. It is important that stakeholder requirements be communicated in

measurable terms.

2. A questionnaire was prepared and distributed in advance of the meeting with the objective of

assisting stakeholders identify their requirements. The meeting participants were advised that the

discussion does not need to be limited to the subject material addressed by the questionnaire and

they were encouraged to provide additional questions / information as necessary to communicate

their requirements.

3. During the 1980’s the mandate of the Sayward Community Futures Society (SCF) was to support the

transition of the community following the economic downturn at that time. More recently, SCF’s

focus has turned to assisting local artisans and providing tourist information services. SCF own the

former government wharf within harbour limits and they operate a small seasonal grocery.

4. The SCF wharf is heavily used by:

a. the public for fishing during salmon runs;

b. Marine Harvest Canada who utilize the facility for the loading of smolt from tanker trucks to

boats for transport to nearby aquaculture operations;

c. Whale watching tours

d. Users of the adjacent private campground facilities for small boat moorage.

5. A recent condition inspection conducted on the wharf identified the requirement for some structural

repairs. Use of the facility is presently restricted to pedestrian and light car / truck traffic until such

time as the required repairs have been executed. SCF are presently facing some challenges with

obtaining insurance for the facility until the repairs have been executed.

6. The viability of the facility would be improved through:

a. The provision of public washrooms, showers and laundry facilities at the harbour;

b. The provision of a grocery and restaurant at the harbour.
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c. The development of a suitable turn-around at the end of the access road that can

accommodate tractor-trailer combinations, tour buses and recreational vehicles;

d. The provision of parking.

7. Services and utilities presently available at the harbour are sufficient for the needs of SCF.


